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Company Description 
NuStar Energy L.P., a publicly traded master 
limited partnership based in San Antonio, is one 
of the largest independent liquids terminal and 
pipeline operators in the nation.  NuStar 
currently has 9,800 miles of pipeline, 75 
terminal and storage facilities that store and 
distribute feedstocks, refined products and 
specialty liquids. The Partnership’s combined 
system has approximately 88 million barrels of 
storage capacity, and NuStar has operations in 
the United States, Canada, and Mexico.  
 
Transportation and Logistics 
The Portland terminal stores gasoline, diesel, 
renewable diesel, ethanol, and biodiesel.  The 
terminal capacity is 31 tanks which stores 1.2 
million barrels (approximately 50.4 million 
gallons). All products are received and delivered 
by barge, ship, truck, and pipeline (owned by 
Olympic and Kinder Morgan).  The Portland 
terminal moves over six million barrels of 
products each year. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
Safety Leader 
The Portland terminal is proud to be accepted 
by OSHA as a Voluntary Protection Program 
(VPP) Star Facility.  VPP Star status is the highest 
safety designation awarded by OSHA, given only 
to sites that meet the agency’s rigorous  
standards which are verified by experts during 
on-site inspections.  NuStar’s last inspection 
occurred in August 2022 and the terminal was 
awarded the prestigious safety designation for 
another four years.   
 
Environmental Sustainability 
NuStar has converted 15 percent of its 
conventional fuel storage tanks (93,000 barrels) 
to renewable bio fuel storage here in Portland.  
The renewable fuel market is growing and as it 
grows, so does NuStar’s ability to store the fuel 
that customers need and want.  We are 
committed to continuing to meet customer 
demand for renewable fuels and fuels that 
support environmental sustainability. 
 
Making a Difference in the Community 
NuStar’s Portland terminal employees are also 
committed to making a difference in their 
communities where we live and work.  One 
hundred percent of the employees participate in 
the annual United Way campaign and many 
volunteer with the Linnton Community Center, 
Columbia Springs Outreach program, Fruit Valley 
School, St. Helens Backpack program, and many 
others. 
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